
 

Highsted Knowledge Organiser 

Year 9 Term 3: History         

What I need to know 
 
Was the First World War really a ‘world’ war? 
Was Field Marshal Haig ‘the butcher of the Somme’? 
Why did some people not like the Treaty of Versailles? 
 

Key Vocabulary  
 
Empires, Haig, Western Front, Somme, Armistice, Treaty 
of Versailles, Big Three, Reparations, War Guilt 

Student reference point 
 
Was the First World War really a ‘world’ war?  
The First World War lasted from 1914 to 1918. 
European nations which took part in the fighting had empires (=lands held overseas) which became part of the conflict 
by providing soldiers and resources to keep the war going.  
The British Empire was vast in 1914, extending across every continent.  
In this sense, the First World War truly was a ‘world’ war.  
Examples of the contributions of people from the British Empire, often of different racial and cultural heritage, include 
the role of Indian soldiers, Australian and New Zealand soldiers (e.g. fighting at Gallipoli against Turkish forces), and 
soldiers from the West Indies.  
Walter Tull is a famous example of a soldier who rose to officer rank in the British Army. He was born in Kent but was of 
Afro-Caribbean descent.  
Was Field Marshal Haig ‘the butcher of the Somme’?  
Field Marshal Haig was in overall command of the British army on the Western Front during the First World War.  
The Western Front was in Belgium and northern France, and is associated with trench warfare.  
Large numbers of soldiers from both sides of the fighting were killed as they marched out into No Man’s Land between 
the trenches, risking beyond caught up on barbed wire, shot, gassed, or blown up by shells.  
An example of high casualty rates is the Battle of the Somme, which started on 1 July 1916. On the first day of fighting, 
20,000 British and imperial soldiers were killed.  
Haig is criticised by some people for sending troops to their deaths through what they see as dangerous, uncaring and 
unimaginative tactics – ‘the butcher of the Somme’.  
Others defend Haig as being more caring about his soldiers, for sometimes having little choice in the tactics he used, 
and for embracing technology when it came along to help in fighting (e.g. the first use of tanks).  
Why did some people not like the Treaty of Versailles? 
The First World War ended on 11 November 1918 when Germany signed the Armistice (=agreement to stop fighting).  
Germany and its allies had officially lost to an alliance which included Britain, France and the USA (=‘the Big Three’). 
In July 1919 the Big Three forced Germany to sign the Treaty of Versailles. 
The Treaty was designed to prevent any possibility of a future war in Europe by punishing and weakening Germany, 
which the Big Three decided had ‘caused’ the First World War. 
Germany had no say in the terms of the Treaty – it was made to sign this dictated peace (=Diktat). 
The Treaty of Versailles punished Germany very harshly: 
• Germany was made to admit blame for the war (=War Guilt). 
• Germany had to pay the allies vast compensation sums (=reparations) of £6.6 billion. (It could not afford this.) 
• Germany had territories taken away. 
• Germany had its navy and army reduced – only 100,000 soldiers allowed. 
Many in Germany understandably thought these terms very unfair. 
 
Challenge question 
 
Why was the First World War remembered for so long afterwards? 
Suggested reading  
 
Niall Ferguson, The Pity of War (1998) 

 


